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As Nicholas climbs between the sheets Wednesday night he is naked as usual. In
moments he is fully erect. Nicholas is thinking about the last two weeks and he is totally
turned on by what has happened. Christopher, his best friend, has become his lover. He
taught both his brother Ryan and Tyler the new member of his scout troop about their
sexual development. He was the guide for both Ryan and Tyler to their first orgasm.
Most amazing was his sexual experiences with his father and mother. In the past week he
lost his male/male and male/female virginity. Nicholas’ penis became harder and harder

as he thought about those events. His hand was slowly stroking his member and he was
astounded that he was on the verge of an orgasm so quickly. He was almost to the point
of no return when he was startled by a door knob turning.
The bathroom door opened and he could tell from the silhouette provided by the
nightlight in the bathroom that it was his brother Ryan. His 12 year old brother walked
over to his bed.
Nicholas, can I get in bed with you? Ryan asked him.
Nicholas throws the covers back and Ryan crawls in. Ryan immediately reaches for
Nicholas’ manhood and finds it both hard as a rock and leaking precum.
Your dick is so cool. Can we turn the light on…I want to see it again, said Ryan.
Nicholas turns on the lamp and Ryan moves so that he can lay his head on Nicholas’ taut
abdomen. His fingers lightly stroked his brother’s manhood. Much to Nick’s surprise,
Ryan slides his head down until his lips are touching the tip of Nicholas’ erection. The
contact sends jolts of pleasure through Nicholas’ body. The tip of Ryan’s tongue grazes
the glans of Nicholas’ penis and it leaves a wet trail across the tip of the penis. Nicholas
groans as the intensity of the pleasure increases.
Ryan turns to his brother and says, you taste good…I didn’t think it tastes this good.
Ryan turnes back so that he can concentrate on pleasuring his brother’s erection.
The feelings the Nicholas experiences are exquisitely pleasurable. It is even better that
his 12 year old brother Ryan is making him feels this way.
Nicholas shifts his brother’s body around until his beautiful 3 ½” penis is in front of his
face. He stops for a moment to play with the four strand of blond pubic hair. His fingers
gently trace the outline of Ryan’s scrotum. Ryan’s lean muscular body has small
pleasure convulsions from his brother’s attention to his scrotum. Nicholas traces his way
up to the corona of Ryan’s cut penis. The glans is an angry red color that invites a lick.
Ryan’s whole body shakes with pleasure and he moans as his older brother has his way
with Ryan’s hyper sensitive penis.
Nicholas takes Ryan to the hilt. Nick enjoys playing with the virgin pubic hairs with his
tongue, Nick finds that he can gently take Ryan’s immature testicles in his mouth at the
same time. Ryan is groaning continuously. Nicholas is not positive but as his tongue
explores Ryan’s boyhood, Nick thinks he tastes a bit of pre cum. Nicholas begins to bob
his head on his brother’s young member. The boy is lost in the pleasure that his big
brother is giving him. The pleasure is overcoming Ryan. He holds his brother’s head as
he begins to reflexively face fuck his sexy older brother. The pleasure is unimaginable.
The tension is building in his young loins. His body, on the verge of a powerful orgasm,
feels like it might turn it self inside out. It is then the Nicholas skillfully pushes Ryan’s
12 year old penis past the point of no return. Ryan cries out as the milky semen explodes
from his barely mature body.

Ryan is gasping for breath. He is chanting….God Nick…awesome…oh fuck…so
good…ohhhhh mannnnnnnnnnn. His young body is convulsing in pleasure.
Nick spins around and takes his little brother in his arms and kisses him deeply. He
carefully deposits the precious seed on his little brother’s tongue. He feels Ryan’s spit
slimed cocklet rubbing against his rock hard abs. There is something very sexual about
this and for reasons Nicholas may never understand, Nick groans as he grinds his
beautiful manhood against his brother’s sexy body. That is all it takes and Nick erupts.
He grinds his raging boner against his brother explosively spraying his teen semen all
over the young boy.
As Nicholas and Ryan catch their breath, Ryan whispers in his brother’s ear. Nicky that
was so awesome. You are so cool.
Nicholas kisses his brother and tells him he is pretty awesome too. I have never just
exploded like that. I guess I better clean us up.
Ryan holds his brother tightly and won’t let him go. No I just want you to hold me. I
love the feeling of your hot seed all over me. His kisses his older brother and puts his
head on his shoulder. The two drift off to sleep totally satisfied.

Ryan is the first to wake up the next morning. Their bodies are glued together with
Nick’s crusty cum from last night. Ryan is positioned so that he can study his brother’s
face. The soft teen features and lightly tanned button nose fascinate Ryan. The shaggy
sandy blond hair is slight over Nick’s ear. Ryan traces the ridges of Nick’s ear.
While Nick has his eyes closed, he is enjoying the attention from his hot little brother.
When he thinks back about last night and how his penis ejaculated gobs of semen with
almost no stimulation, it makes his 15 year old boner begin to throb. Ryan stirs as he
feels the rigid teen cock against his hairless leg.
Ryan pulls him self from his brother’s arms, the crusty cum providing evidence that they
held each other close all night. Ryan dives under the covers on a mission to pleasure his
sexy big brother. When Ryan’s fingers find the throbbing member of his brother, he
tenderly kisses it. He lips come back covered with the older boy’s precum. Ryan loves
the taste and dives in for more.
Nicholas cannot believe that his cute little brother is sucking on his raging erection.
Nicholas enjoys the pleasuring as his fingers roam his little brother’s body. Ryan is
determined to suck the essence out of his older brother. He increases the pressure on the
glans of Nicholas’ penis with his tongue and begins to rapidly bob his head. Since
Nicholas had sexy dreams about his little brother, his testicles are aching for release. As
much as Nicholas wants to make this last for ever, his teen body needs to seed his little
brother’s mouth and in moments with out warning his cock explodes a gush of his hot

teen seed in his little brother’s mouth. It is enough to choke the young boy who had no
idea of what to expect. Ryan pulls off Nicks erupting cock to catch his breath and is
rewarded with blast after blast of his brother hot seed all over his sexy little face.
Nicholas quickly realizes what he has done to his little brother. He pulls him up from
under the covers and kisses him. Nick then methodically licks his steaming semen from
his little brother’s face. His father walks in to make sure that Nick is awake. He sees his
semen covered little boy and the older brother who is methodically cleaning him.
You guys better jump in the shower…it looks like you could both use one. Breakfast will
be ready in a little bit. His penis is so hard that it aches. He goes back to his bed room
and crawls back in bed. He hugs his wife from behind and finds that she is moist and
ready for penetration. His manhood slides in as she moans in approval. He whispers to
her what he has just seen. He begins to fuck her passionately as both of them visualize
their naked sons seeding each other.
Nicholas leads Ryan to the shower. As the water reaches the perfect temperature, Nick
pulls Ryan in the shower. His little brother is not so little at the moment. His 12 year old
erection needs attention and Nick drops to his needs to pleasure his little brother. Ryan
cannot believe that his cool and sexy older brother is on his knees sucking his cock.
Ryan lovingly runs his fingers through Nicky’s hair.
Oh God Nicky…feels so good…mmmmm….oh man you are the best. Nicholas’ fingers
were exploring his little brother’s crack. As Nick’s index finger makes contact with
Ryan’s rosebud, the younger boy moans and thrusts his cocklet deep in Nick’s mouth.
Nick insistently puts more pressure on the tight entrance and in moments his finger is
buried to the first knuckle.
It feels both weird and sexy to have Nick touch him like that, Ryan thinks. Ryan
wonders if someday he can get Nick to fuck him. As Ryan is thinking about this, the
pleasure from his brother’s sucking and fingering becomes too much. He feels a sharp
and sudden need to seed his older brother’s mouth. With out warning his young body is
shuddering with a powerful orgasm and he feels his seed erupt from his penis to his
brother’s hot, hungry mouth. He cannot help himself. He slams his beautiful boy cock
again and again into Nick’s mouth. Ryan face fucks Nick until his orgasm is completely
spent.
Nick stands and hugs Ryan and kisses him deeply. It is a slow passionate kiss between
brothers. When Nicholas breaks the kiss, he grins at Ryan and tells him they are going to
have to get dressed really fast or they will be late. Nick gives Ryan a quick kiss and turns
off the water.
As the boys are grabbing a bite of breakfast, Nicholas asks if it is okay for Christopher
and Tyler to spend the night since they have the day off tomorrow and they are all going
on the campout.

Michael and Olivia both envision the same sex orgy among the boys. Olivia voices mild
objection about Ryan being included. She mentions that the situation maybe too much
for Ryan.
Aw mom! Ryan responds.
Mom you don’t have to worry about little Ryan anymore. The little sex maniac is
attacking me now, Nicholas tells her.
Michael, who has a mouth full of orange juice, almost sprays orange juice around the
kitchen. He says he thinks that the overnight will be okay. He knows that he has to find
a way to watch the boys.
After the boys run out the front door, Michael puts the new wireless web cams in their
rooms. He is going to have a jack off fest tonight.
Nicholas quickly calls Tyler and Christopher and invites them to spend the night. Both
boys say that they can, but Tyler seems a little reluctant.
Olivia has just picked up Christopher and Nicholas from Gymnastics practice.
Christopher and Nicholas have just finished gymnastics practice and are in their leotards
and long pant gymnastics uniforms. Both boys’ penises are clearly outlined.
They stop to pick up Tyler and his gear for the campout.
When all of the boys arrive at the house, Michael begins to grill hamburgers. Michael
gives Christopher a hug when he sees him. He feels the perspiration soaked clothes and
tells the two older boys to grab a quick shower and change. As the boys are turning to
leave Michael tells them, remember a quick shower together…but just a shower.
Nicholas and Christopher both roll their eyes in typical 15 year old fashion.
Ryan smirks and offers to keep an eye on them in the shower.
Michael tells him that won’t be necessary.
Tyler watches all of this and folds his hands in front of his raging boyhood. Ryan sees
his problem and suggests they go in the family room and play Halo 3. As they walk into
the family room, Ryan tells Tyler not to worry about getting a bone. Tyler blushes a deep
crimson.
Dude, we get boned around here all the time. Mom and Dad are use to it.
They are? Tyler asks Ryan with a shocked look on his face.
Yeah they are cool about sex stuff. They walked in when Nicholas was teaching me to
jack off the other night.

God you must have gotten in trouble!
No…they thanked him and told me to sleep with Nicholas for a few nights so that he can
teach me what I need to know.
No way! Tyler said.
Yeah…boy did he teach me! It was so cool to sleep naked with him.
Tyler was sitting on the floor playing with his raging erection through his shorts. Ryan
reaches over and feels Tyler’s erection through the shorts. Tyler groans from the
pleasure of being touched.
Olivia looks around the corner and sees Ryan feeling up Tyler’s erection. She feels her
juices begin to flow. She thinks Tyler is sexy and cute. His shyness just makes him more
appealing. She is mentally undressing both boys as Michael walks up behind her. Both
of them quietly watch their younger son feel up his new friend.
In a flash, Ryan lowers Tyler’s zipper and reaches inside his boxers. The contact
between Ryan’s fingers and Tyler’s immature erection is enough to cause another moan.
Ryan pulls Tyler’s erection out and he and his parents get their first looks at the 3 ½”
boner. Tyler gasps at the feeling of his new friend massaging his naked boner. He
cannot believe that Ryan is playing with his naked boner in their family room with a
house full of people that could walk in at any time.
Christopher and Nicholas see Nick’s parents quietly looking into the family room. They
walk quietly down the hall in their bare feet. Each of the older boys is dressed identically
in soccer shorts and a t-shirt. Nicholas and Christopher join Nick’s parents at the door
way and watch Ryan explore Tyler.
See I told you he is hot, Nicholas tells Christopher. Isn’t his boner cool looking? Nick
asks Chris.
Tyler hears Nicholas and desperately tries to cover his naked erection. Christopher walks
into the family room and looks at Tyler. Don’t worry about it Dude. These folks are
naked and being sexy most of the time. Christopher sits on the couch next to Tyler and
asks to see his penis.
Tyler is so shocked he is not sure what to do. Ryan peels Tyler’s hands away and shows
Christopher Tyler’s throbbing erection. Tyler looks as if he might cry. Christopher
strokes the boy’s face and tells him again not to worry. With his other hand, Christopher
begins to explore Tyler’s 12 year old erection. He tells Tyler that he has a cool cock.
Christopher looks over at Ryan and tells him to strip so that he can compare the two 12
year olds. While he is saying that to Ryan, Christopher pops the button on Tyler’s shorts

and begins to pull down his shorts and boxers. In moments, both are in a puddle around
Tyler’s ankles.
In seconds, Ryan is completely naked and standing in front of Christopher. He looks at
Christopher and tells him this isn’t fair and reaches down for the waist band on
Christopher’s shorts. Nick tells me you’ve got a really hot looking boner and I want to
see it.
Christopher grins and lifts his hips so that Ryan can pull his shorts down.
Ryan gasps as Christopher’s 6” erection with white blond pubes is revealed.
Mannnnnnnnnnnnn… says Ryan. That is hot. Tyler cannot believe that the three of them
are naked in front of Ryan’s mom and dad. Tyler looks over his shoulder and sees that
Nicholas, Michael and Olivia are naked from the waist down. Father and son are slowly
jacking each other and Michael is fingering Olivia. Tyler simply cannot believe what he
is seeing.
Tyler sees some movement beside him with his peripheral vision. But Tyler is too
fixated on Nick and his parents. He is fixated on Nick and his parents exploring and
pleasuring each other until all of the nerve endings in his own penis go wild. It is like his
body had a fireworks explosion of pleasurable feelings. Tyler’s hand instinctively
reaches for the source of pleasure, but he still cannot take his eyes off of Nicholas.
Tyler’s hand makes contact with Christopher’s wavy, white blond hair as he reaches for
his own penis. That causes Tyler to jerk his head around to see what is going on. He
cannot believe that Christopher is sucking his penis.
Young Tyler’s body is on sensory overload. His body is rocked by pleasurable feelings
that he cannot process in his brain. Ryan begins to furiously stroke his young member as
he watches Christopher suck Tyler. Nicholas moves across the room to his little
brother’s aid. He drops to his knees in front of Ryan and engulfs the sexy boy’s erection
to the hilt. Both Christopher and Nicholas are having the same experience. Both
younger boys erections swell to their maximum size and their immature testicles draw up
in preparation for a seminal fluid explosion.
Tyler and Ryan are overwhelmed by the powerful sensations and in the same exact
instant push past the point of no return. They each begin to thrust uncontrollable in to
their 15 year old partner’s hot hungry mouth. They are each crying out and groaning as
the orgasms rock their immature bodies.
Michael guides Olivia into the family room and gently bends her over so that he can
mount her from behind. He thrusts deeply into his beautiful wife and quickly develops a
rhythm that will lead to a huge climax for both.
As the younger boys orgasms begin to fade, Nicholas and Christopher savor the flavor of
the milky preteen seed. They turn to each other. They both rise and embrace each other.
Their lower bodies naked and their turgid members are dueling as they share a passionate

kiss that mixes the precious seed from the beautiful preteen boys. Nicholas eventually
breaks the kiss and whispers in Christopher’s ear, God you are hot! At the same time
Nicholas slides the t-shirt up over Christopher’s head. While Nicholas has Christopher
captive in the t-shirt, he begins to nurse on one of Christopher’s erect nipples.
Christopher gasps in pleasure.
Nick slides the t-shirt over Christopher’s head. While he has Christopher arms up, Nick
begins to lick the hairless arm pits of his friend. Christopher tosses the t-shirt aside and
quickly removes Nick’s t-shirt. As Michael and Olivia build to a climax, Nick leads
Christopher to the oriental rug. They collapse into each other’s arms and kiss deeply.
The boys grind their raging erections together. Nicholas decides that he is not going to
waste Christopher’s seed. He wrangles around until they are in a 69 position. Nicholas
begins to feast on his friend’s throbbing member.
Christopher takes Nicholas 7” boyhood deep in his throat. They are both lost in their
own pleasure until they hear Olivia and Michael cry out as their orgasms storm their
bodies.
Tyler is rock hard again and cannot decide which way to look. His young body and mind
are on sensory over load. Ryan leans down and takes Tyler’s throbbing erection in his
mouth.
The sound of his parent’s orgasms pushes Nicholas over the edge and he begins to thrust
uncontrollably into his best friend’s mouth. Nick’s penis begins to ejaculate a powerful
load of seed into Christopher. Christopher responds by face fucking Nicholas as hard and
as fast as he can scratching the most pleasurable itch possible. The result is a gush of hot
semen filling Nicholas’ mouth.
Michael and Olivia are gasping for breath as their powerful orgasms subside.
The room is quiet for a moment except for the sounds of Ryan sucking Tyler. When the
older boys break their semen sharing kiss, they turn to see Tyler cry out as another
orgasm wracks his young body. Tyler thrusts uncontrollably into Ryan’s mouth
delivering a small ejaculation of his seed.
Tyler blushes as he realizes that everyone is staring at him. But before Tyler can feel too
weird about everything, Christopher announces that this was the coolest thing ever. Nick
agrees but says he is hungry…real hungry. Cum sure tastes good but it is not very filling,
he tells everybody.
After a chorus of laughter, Michael says wait here a moment. He rushed out to the
kitchen naked and turns off the lights while lighting candles on the table. He comes back
and announces that no one has to dress for dinner. They all walk into the kitchen naked.
They sit at the table which is in front of 3 huge windows and faces the street. Michael
passes the platter of hamburgers and apologizes that they are not quite as hot as they were
when they came off the grill.

Tyler becomes fretful as he thinks about having to tell the other boys that he sometimes
wets the bed. Tyler has a very worried look on his face as he stares at his plate and thinks
about his predicament. Nicholas sees the expression on Tyler’s face and correctly reads
it as being a problem. He decides to get the boy alone after diner and talk to him to see
what is bothering him.
Olivia looks down the table at the 4 naked beautiful boys and she reaches over and rubs
Michael’s naked back and tells him how special this evening has been. Michael leans
over and gives her a kiss and smiles when he tells her it is still early.
Would you like for me to continue this story. If you want me to go on, please share your
ideas on how the story unfolds. Please email me your thoughts at
mack1137@gmail.com.
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